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present in this book does not in any way cons�tute medical advice. 

Consult your doctor prior to an ac�vity. Because we cover an ac�vity 

/ safety �ps / precau�ons here does not mean that it is safe or smart 
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 All informa�on in this book is provided "as is", without warranty 
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warran�es of merchantability, fitness for a par�cular purpose and 

noninfringement. In no event shall the authors or copyright holders 

be liable for any claim, damages or other liability, whether in an 

ac�on of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from, out of or in 

connec�on with the use of the informa�on provided in this book.
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Preface

 This book is result of an extensive research and coupled with 

vast travel experience, we found that there are many causali�es in 

tours due to no proper informa�on, incorrect planning and 

negligence. Some serious issue like high al�tude cerebral edema, 

acute mountain sickness, rip currents, negligence in supervising 

children, ghat road driving, stampedes, hypothermia, deep vein 

thrombosis during flight, negligence during safaris & adventure 

sports and unwarned venturing into the streams and rivers that can 

lead to causali�es. Other serious issues like skin burns, sea & mo�on 

sickness, improper eyewear, hidden cameras, hotel safety, fire exits, 

the�, carelessness in theme parks , selec�on of proper tour operator 

and travel insurance plans to name a few  can be resolved with 

proper prior informa�on. 

 We felt that there is an impera�ve need for an exclusive book / 

informa�on about safe tours. In this endeavour we have compiled a 

book by the name “Traveller Be Safe” and we are selling the book at 

nominal cost. We are also pos�ng safety �ps through, print and 

television, websites, social media and to make our endeavour 

successful we request all the readers to help us spread awareness. 

The book is also available online, you can download from 

www.travellerbesafe.com



Alluring Backwaters, sandy beaches, gently swaying palm trees and 

scenic beauty... Crisscross some of the most beau�ful travel spots in 

the country and revel in nature's bounty. No,don't get busy chalking 

out an i�nerary. Sit back, tune into MAA TV and hop across the 

country to enjoy the scenic locales.

- The Hindu -

Vihari  - The Traveller on MAA TV, the programme provided a perfect 

recipe for weekend getaways… If this Sunday you are in a mood to 

unwind at a cozy retreat, switch on your remote and gaze in silence!

- The New Indian Express -



About the Director of Vihari the traveller and compiler of the book

 A dream and vision welded with passion, hard work 

and perseverance makes it a reality. A�er comple�ng his MBA, 

A L Ni�n Kumar instead of treading the well worn path travelled by 

others, struck out his own path... a path that allowed him not only to 

see the world with his own eyes, but made millions of viewers to 

watch and enjoy the experiences through his travel show Vihari. 

While many people dream of travelling to new places, not many can 

go on those journeys - so Ni�n's idea of a show that can bring those 

experiences to the living room of millions of households, was born. In 

2002, he setup Tripadaya Innova�on and Marke�ng (P) Ltd. A�er 

many months of planning, hard work and effort his dream became a 

reality and thus was born...

 Vihari - The Traveller - a path-breaking show on travel 

and tourism which was a first in the chronicles of the Telugu 

Television history. Since then Vihari has been on Television without a 

break for over 10 years now and is s�ll going strong. It is a record 

that has been unmatched by any other TV show.



Hill Sta�on

Al�tude 

Trekking on the mountains is a pleasing and an 

unforge�able experience. However, it is important to keep 

your safety in mind. Weather condi�ons can change by the 

minute and in case of an accident, medical help is not easily 

available.

Prepara�on: Know about the des�na�on you are heading to 

and make sure that you know the details of your trek. Take 

proper clothing for all weather condi�ons (warm clothes, 

rain gear balaclava and gloves, compass, GPS to name a 

few). Try to get prior informa�on about the weather 

forecast.

Be prepared for tough weather condi�ons, especially if you 

are trekking in high al�tude areas like Kedarnath, Badrinath, 

Amarnath and Manasarovar that are above 3,000 m/10,000 

�.  The effects of high wind chills can drama�cally lower the 

body temperature. This can be dangerous and poten�ally 

fatal. It is therefore very important to be properly equipped 

when walking high up the mountains especially  in rough 

weather.

Tip: You will regularly come across mules or yaks during your 

treks on the Himalayas, so stay on the mountain side while you 

wait for them to pass and don’t move towards the valley side.



While, trekking never walk alone, go with a friend or 

porter/guide. Always carry warm clothes, rain gear, first aid 

kit, torch, enough water and snacks; make sure you know 

when you can restock yourself with food supplies. Personal 

hygiene is important in order not to get sick. Always wash 

your hands a�er using the toilet and before ea�ng. If the 

water is too cold then you can as well use hand sani�zers.

In cold weather we tend to be more in the sunlight and this 

leads to heatstroke, sunburn and dehydra�on. So consume 

lots of water to avoid heatstroke, use big hats, light 

coloured clothing and SPF 60 sunscreens to avoid sunburns. 

Make sure to pay a�en�on to the advice of your 

guide/porter, who knows about the trek condi�ons.

Al�tude Sickness/Acute Mountain Sickness (AMS)

Al�tude sickness, also called Acute Mountain Sickness 

(AMS) generally occurs above 8,000 �. It ranges from a mild 

headache and exhaus�on to a life-threatening condi�on, 

when fluid in the lungs (HAPE) or brain (HACE) is built-up. 

AMS is caused when body is unable to acclima�ze to the 

lower oxygen levels at higher al�tudes. Usually this is due to 

quick ascent, and some�mes personal sensi�vity and this 

can be fatal, so it is vital to know about its symptoms.
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Symptoms: Tourists usually have a mild headache, loss of 

appe�te and nausea. These symptoms are quite common 

but it is important to inform to the guide or trek 

accompanying person about your symptoms, and keep a 

close watch that the symptoms don’t get worse with severe 

headache, fa�gue, dizziness, Insomnia, shortness of breath, 

nausea.

High Al�tude Pulmonary Edema 

High Al�tude Pulmonary Edema occurs when fluid builds up 

within the lungs, a condi�on that can make breathing 

extremely difficult and this can happen either gradually or 

all of a sudden. If ignored, it can progress to respiratory 

collapse and death. Symptoms: Shortness of breath even 

while res�ng, fa�gue, gurgling respira�ons, dry cough with 

frothy sputum and high fever.

High Al�tude Cerebral Edema 

This occurs when fluid builds up within the brain and leads 

to swelling of the brain �ssue. The person’s mental state 

changes resul�ng in loss of coordina�on, coma that can lead 

to death. Symptoms: Difficulty in stability and coordina�on, 

hallucina�ons, lethargy, confusion and as the brain 

con�nues to swell, this might lead to unconsciousness and 

death.

How to prevent AMS?

The best way to prevent AMS is to ascend gradually not 



more than thousand feet a day or rest for a day to 

acclima�ze instead of con�nuing the tour/trek. Drink lots of 

water and keep yourself hydrated and carry some tablets of 

Diamox (Consult your doctor before the tour). Diamox re-

acidifies the blood, balancing the effects of the 

hyperven�la�on that occurs at high al�tude in an a�empt 

to get oxygen. This acts as a respiratory s�mulant and 

accelerates acclima�za�on. In case your symptoms are 

ge�ng worse take the help of the guide to descend to lower 

al�tude.  

Snow 

Wear proper footwear and this should place the en�re foot 

on the surface and have heavy treads. Avoid a smooth sole 

and opt for a heavy treaded shoe with a flat bo�om. Be 

cau�ous of thin sheets of ice that may appear as wet 

pavement, or black ice. UV light bounces off snow even on 

cloudy day and the effects of UV rays increases with 

al�tude. It is therefore essen�al to have 100% UVA and 

UVB protec�on for the Eyes and Skin. Use lots of Sunscreen 

with high SPF values and proper sun glasses.

Tip : How to iden�fy if someone is seriously suffering from 

AMS, HAPE or HACE? Ask the person to walk on a straight line 

or ask the person to close his eyes and bring his finger to the 

�p of his nose and if he is unable to do so, the situa�on is 

alarming.
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Eyes - Sun Glasses

UV Protec�on:  Ultraviolet light (UVA and UVB) has been 

proven to cause a variety of eye disease.  These include 

damage to the cornea which can develop into problems 

such as cataracts, macular degenera�on, cancer of the eye 

and sunburn to the re�na (photokera��s). 

Lenses: Polycarbonate and NXT (Light Transla�on 

Technology) lenses have high impact resistance, and will not 

break upon impact with the ground. NXT lenses are so 

strong that it has been proven to deflect the impact of a 

bullet. Polycarbonate is lightweight and more resistant to 

fogging than any other lens. The material is also naturally 

UV absorbing which means that the clear lens can boast 

100% UV protec�on. 

Tip: You cannot strain yourself or get into any ac�vi�es for 24 

hours when you arrive at high al�tudes places like Leh / 

Ladakh by a plane as this could lead to fa�gue, 

breathlessness and nausea because of low oxygen levels at 

higher al�tudes. Rest for one day to acclima�ze as this will 

help you to have a safer holiday. 



Frames of Goggles: Plas�c frames perform much be�er 

than metal frames in any condi�ons. Plas�c frames can 

be designed to wrap around your eyes providing extra 

wide fields of view and will not bounce or shi� during 

travel or travel sports related ac�vity. They also keep out 

the wind, snow and minimise glare by blocking out 

incidental light from the sides. Some advanced eyewears 

have side protectors that can be added or removed to 

provide addi�onal protec�on.
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Water

Beaches 

Learn to swim before heading on to the beach, it saves lives 

and never swim alone even if you’re a strong swimmer. If 

your kids aren’t strong swimmers or are just learning how to 

swim, make sure they stay close to shore. Ac�vely supervise 

your children at all �mes- when in water or on the shore. 

Avoid: Avoid head first into the ocean as murky water can 

obscure underwater obstacles in the shallows. Protect your 

neck by always entering the sea with feet first. Avoid 

alcohol; it not only inhibits judgement but also accelerates 

dehydra�on. Do not pretend drowning. Avoid rip currents 

that are powerful channels of water which flow 

perpendicular to the beach; they can sweep swimmers far 

from the shore. 

Drink plenty of water regularly. Apply sunscreen o�en, and 

use broad-spectrum lo�on that protects against both UVA 

and UVB rays. Young children require a higher SPF 

sunscreen than adults because their skin is actually more 

suscep�ble to UV rays. Apply lo�on 15 to 30 minutes before 

heading outside for op�mal absorp�on. Other sun-

protec�ve measures wear a broad rim hat and sunglasses 

are mandatory. Obey all cau�on warning signage on the 

beach



Swimming Pool 

Drowning is the second leading cause of uninten�onal 

injury-related death among children ages 14 and under, 

with children under age 5 at the highest risk. Drowning 

occur when children are le� una�ended in a pool, pond or 

in the bathtub (at hotels). Teach children water safety 

habits. Children should not run, push others under water, 

jump on others, dive or jump in shallow water or swim 

during lightning storms or other bad weather.
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Tip: To get out of a rip current: Remain calm. Don’t fight the 

current. Swim parallel to the shore: rips are usually narrow; 

swim le� or right un�l you no longer feel the current. Then 

swim back to shore.

It's also a fact that the drinking of alcohol plays a large part 

in drowning in adults, and the consump�on of alcohol 

should be avoided at all costs if you intend swimming of any 

kind - especially if you are looking a�er children near water 

as you may be their only hope of rescue.

Read the Water safety instruc�ons at the swimming pool 

and make a note of emergency phone numbers and rescue 

equipment at the poolside.



Make sure your child wears a personal floata�on device 

when in or near water bodies. Diving is one of the most 

hazardous water ac�vi�es. Most diving-related injuries 

occur in pools with five feet of water or less. Take 

precau�ons to prevent diving-related injuries and death by 

constant monitoring.

Streams, Rivers or lakes

Majority of drowning among older children occur in open 

bodies of water. These drowning happen when an older 

child overes�mates his or her swimming ability or when he 

or she is swimming in an unsupervised area (over 

confidence and show off are usually involved).So never let 

older children swim in unsupervised areas like quarries, 

canals or ponds - make it clear they are off limits and tell 

them why. Many �mes children underes�mate the depth of 

water.

Never enter streams without checking warning signage 

Crossing a river is not the same as swimming across it. If the 

depth of the water is above your thighs during a crossing, 

turn around, then find a be�er place to cross. Never get 

fooled thinking that shallow water is less risky than deeper 

water.

Look for the side of the river closest to you or the area near 

to the bank. If there are rocks near the banks, they usually 

form an area of water called an eddy. If you look closely at 



the water in an eddy, you'll see something very counter-

intui�ve: the water in them flows slowly upstream. The 

same thing happens on the inside curve of a river. Again 

these can be safe havens during a crossing, out of the 

current.

Look for rocks that are s�cking out of the water. If you look 

closely at the surface of the water, you can see that the 

water flowing behind exposed rocks is moving more slowly 

than the water on either side of it. The current here is less 

powerful and these can be good places to rest during a 

crossing. If you are in strong currents, increase your safety 

level by crossing together with one person standing directly 

behind the other. In this scenario, the upstream person 

breaks the current, crea�ng slower water behind them, and 

making it easier for the downstream person to help them 

remain upright. 

River crossings are dangerous so you need to know what to 

do if your climbing buddy falls into the water. Whenever 

you try to save someone, make sure you are securely 

anchored and you are not pulled into the river.
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Safety at Dams and Reservoirs

Designed for hydropower produc�on and recrea�on, 

reservoirs offer wonderful opportuni�es to camp, picnic, 

boat, fish and hike. It is important to note, however, that 

there are areas around reservoirs where extra precau�ons 

should be taken.

 

Stay out of spillways and water-intake areas. Water 

some�mes rushes in, making them dangerous places to 

play. Don’t swim or play near the dam and powerhouse; the 

area can have strong underwater currents, sudden water 

discharges, slippery surfaces and submerged hazards.

Warning Signs

In case we are near the streams always look out and be 

cau�ous to the varia�on in the flow of the river. Intensified 

sound of rushing water, increased water speed or depth, 

unusual amounts of debris in the water, change in water 

from clear to muddy, unusually cold water temperatures 

indicates flooding-  by cloud burst /rain in the upper 

catchment areas of the river or due to water  being released 

from the dam site.  

Boat: If you have to travel by boat, check whether it is in 

good condi�on or not and never allow people board beyond 

capacity. Many people in our country ignored this and 

suffered huge casual�es as result. Check official permit to 

operate a boat, carriage capacity on the boat, life jackets, 



river currents and weather condi�ons favourable for travel. 

Boats/vehicles with poor safety kits o�en ferry the 

passengers at cheap and throwaway prices. If you find that 

the operator of such boats/vehicles is not following 

minimum safety standards, complain to the local police or 

concerned authori�es. Make sure all the boats are properly 

equipped first aid kits.

In case the boat starts to sink; before leaving boat/Ship that 

is sinking, if you have �me, ensure that you are wearing 

long sleeved clothes and pants. Try your best to get a life 

jacket if you're not wearing one; staying buoyant is vital and 

look out for all the possible things that can keep you afloat 

and help the children accordingly. Be vigilant about rescuers 

scou�ng and be alert to a�ract their a�en�on. If you're 

with others, set up a round-the-clock rota�on for keeping 

watch for rescue.

Tip: Streams near the dam site have clean rocks and shores 

with li�le mud on them as water keeps changing its levels in 

regular intervals due to the water released by the dam. This is 

the indica�on not to venture near the stream
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Large ships such as cruise liners can take hours or even days 

to sink and in order to be rescued quickly, it's best to remain 

with the ship unless the crew has advised otherwise. Always 

put a life jacket on at the first sign of sinking and try to have 

a long sleeved top and long pants on to help with warmth.

Underwater

The simplest form of diving is free diving, using a snorkel. 

This is suitable for tranquil and shallow waters. To get into 

deeper and more interes�ng waters, you will need scuba 

equipment with high-pressure air tanks. You can only scuba 

dive if you have proper training.

When diving, you need to equalise (clear your ears) by 

holding your nose and mouth closed and breathing out 

when changing depth.

Your instructor or team leader will always give a brief before 

the dive and no ma�er how many �mes you've heard it you 

should always listen as every dive site is different and every 

dive centre may do things differently.

Tip:  You cannot dive within 24 hours of going on a plane as this 

is dangerous and could cause severe sinus problems due to vast 

pressure changes.



Forests

Safari, Camping and Hiking are the adventure ac�vi�es that 

take you close to wildlife. It is breathtaking fun while we are 

in the wildlife zone. However, a protected area involves 

many risks as well; hence there are many fundamentals that 

should be followed. 

Avoid smoking - anything can start a forest fire. Avoid 

spending a lot of �me outdoors and avoid plas�c and never 

hike unaccompanied at night. Group of three or more hikers 

more formidable and hence are safer than a single hiker is. 

Stay away from aroma�c items. The sharp sense of smell of 

animals makes them able to detect the presence from far 

away. Thus, one should avoid beverages, lo�ons, scents and 

food with strong aromas. It is wise to keep dry food as they 

smell less and are light in weight as well. Do avoid bright 

colours and s�ck to muted shades of green, black, grey and 

brown. The more you set with the background, the safer it 

is. Wear comfortable walking shoes and don’t forget your 

hat, sunscreen, sunglasses,  torch etc.

Dress for comfort: Gumboots or covered shoes, denims, 

compass, watch, torch, full shirt and a whistle.
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Be Alert

It is important to stay alert while being in an area where 

there is a probability to find wild animals. Look for the signs 

of wildlife such as footprints, droppings, scratch marks on 

trees, etc. One should stay watchful in such areas, as there 

is a risk of being a�acked. 

The sound of your passing through the woods is a warning 

for wildlife, and walking quietly means it is more likely you 

will startle animals you meet, which may in turn react 

unpredictably. When walking in remote area, plan a route, 

and let, someone know where you are going, and when you 

will be back.

When any wild animal approaches, it is wise to make loud 

noise. One can also blow the whistle. It is impera�ve that 

one should never show the back to these wilds. Above all, 

do not run. Running from any animal that hunts for a living 

Tip: Try to make yourself appear larger than you really are. 

Lions are fairly lazy on the whole and if you look like a 

challenge, the chances are that the lion will treat you as such 

and be less inclined to a�ack. Things that might help 

increase your physical size appearance include pitching your 

jacket between your raised hands or wave the arms in order 

to look big.



will incite its prey chasing mechanism faster than you can 

blink. So just hold your ground and breathe steadily. 

Stay away from carcasses. It can prove risky if someone 

goes near the carcasses as the wild animals stay near these 

carcasses to guard the food. There is a high probability of 

finding a wild animal near the body of a dead animal. 
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Deserts

Dress appropriately: Because of extreme temperatures – 

high heat during the day and cold at night—be aware of the 

risk for heat stroke and hypothermia.  Protect yourself from 

the sun’s rays with a broad rim hat, sunglasses, and broad 

spectrum sunscreen.  Bring an extra jacket with you in case 

you’re out a�er dark when temperatures drop.

Orient yourself:  It’s easy to become disoriented in a desert 

environment.  Bring a GPS or compass with you. 

Avoid walking in the heat.  Try to walk before11am and a�er 

4pm.  If you’re walking or hiking, keep a slow, steady pace, 

and take regular rest breaks. During rest breaks, don’t sit 

directly on the ground, where it is ho�est.  Remember that 

a foot or two above the ground will be substan�ally cooler. 

Be aware that distances are decep�ve.  What may look like 

5 miles may actually be 20 miles in the desert. Be aware of 

mirages. 

You may not encounter desert creatures, as most are 

nocturnal.  However, some deserts are home to venomous 

Tip: If you are stranded, move to the top of a dune, carry a 

mirror or piece of aluminium that can reflect sunlight and be 

used to flash a poten�al rescuer.



snakes and spiders. To avoid being bi�en, be sure to watch 

where you walk, where you put your hands, and where you 

sit, and avoid stepping over rocks.

Beware of flash floods.  If you’re travelling in summer, 

remember that this �me of year can be very hot, with 

sudden rain storms and flash floods.  Beware of lightening 

and any signs of storms.  Try to get to get a shelter such as a 

car or building.  If you are unable to get to a shelter, it’s best 

to lie flat between  the dunes. 
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Theme Parks

It should be noted that most visitors suffer from sunburn, 

rashes, heat exhaus�on and heatstroke than all other 

injuries put together. Water is your best friend in helping 

prevent heat-related illnesses in theme parks. Chugging 

water in the park won't help as much as ge�ng well 

hydrated two to three days before your trip. 

Alcohol dehydrates you, leaving you at risk of sunstroke and 

heat exhaus�on. So avoid alcohol. Put on a water resistant 

sunscreen before you enter the park, and remember to 

reapply it throughout the day. Wear comfortable shoes and 

clean, dry socks. Never enter a restricted area in a theme 

park. Don't climb or hop fences , If you drop a hat or other 

item that falls into a restricted area, such as under a roller 

coaster, ask a park employee for help.

People who are overweight o�en have high blood pressure, 

which could put them at higher risk on some high-speed, 

twisty rides. If you have high blood pressure, or think you 

might, skip the big roller coasters and simulator rides un�l 

you've checked with a doctor.

You might think a ride looks tame enough for you. But 

some�mes there are poten�al problems on a ride that most 

visitors can't see -- a hidden drop or turn, a sudden stop, or 



a portable ladder that riders will have to descend if the ride 

shuts down. Don't think that you know more about a ride 

than the park does. If they tell you not to ride, don't. Don't 

use li�s or other tricks to make your kids look taller than 

they are, height and safety restric�ons are there for a 

reason.

Do not get on or off a ride un�l you've been given the okay 

by an a�endant to do so. Make sure that your cart has 

stopped next to the unload pla�orm before you get off. 

O�en, cart stop short of the unload pla�orm to wait for 

groups up ahead to exit.

Some rides, especially roller coasters and simulator rides 

can leave you at risk of headaches as well as more serious 

head injuries. On these types of rides, sit in the middle of 

the chair and don't slouch or lean to one side. Relax and 

keep your balance in the seat. When the seat pitches you to 

the le�, relax your torso and bend to the right to keep your 

head upright and centred, and vice versa. 
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Tip: If you pretend you're "driving" the coaster, that extra 

sense of control can help you keep your balance and avoid 

nausea.



Again, if you are prone to headaches, epilepsy and migraine, 

have any neck or back problems, or have been diagnosed 

with aneurysm, do not get on any roller coaster or simulator 

ride. If you are visi�ng with a child, take a moment to 

explain the ride to them, and tell them how they should 

behave. Their safety depends on you.



Pilgrimages

Generally crowds are mobilized in goods carriers like trucks, 

tractors to pilgrimages in our country. This is highly 

dangerous. Travelling in trains and buses beyond the 

capacity is also stringently prohibited. Pilgrimages in India 

are mostly in the hills so we need to travel by ghat roads. 

Always avoid night journeys on the ghat roads. Verify the 

road condi�ons before you start the journey. Most of the 

ghat roads are prone to landslides especially in rainy 

season. If drivers are fa�gued give them rest. Do not disturb 

the driver while driving and don’t forget to warn rash and 

negligent drivers. If you are travelling on such roads, always 

keep your medical kit handy.

Stampede: It is a major risk in any mass gathering, be it 

religious or cultural or a music concert. Whether the event 

organizers take sufficient preven�ve measures to prevent 

stampedes or not, we are on our own when it comes to 

saving our life and of others in such situa�ons. Though 

preven�on of disasters like stampedes may seem difficult 

once they start happening, surviving such accidents is very 

much possible if you observe the following measures. 

The first and most important thing is to consciously make 

yourself familiar with your surroundings and no�ce 
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alternate exits. No ma�er where you are, make sure you 

always know how to get out.

Make yourself aware of the type of ground you are standing 

on wet or uneven ground can be slippery or hazardous. Do 

not stand near poles or climb on chairs, benches and 

temporary structures, such as the Dias/stage, which could 

collapse under too much weight. Do not forget, if one does 

it everybody will follow the same.

Be aware of the general atmosphere of the event, as panic 

situa�ons can o�en be easily an�cipated. When in danger, 

few seconds can make all the difference, giving you the 

possibility of taking advantage of your escape route. Stay 

always closer to the escape route.

Panicked crowds move fast with incredible amount of 

energy, equivalent to a running train. Once a crowd gets 

moving, it is very hard to stop, and the flow of people could 

literally sweep you off your feet. So, if you find yourself in 

the middle of a moving crowd do not fight against the 

pressure, do not stand s�ll or sit down, because you could 

easily get trampled.

Instead, move in the same direc�on of the crowd; take 

advantage of any space that may open up to move sideways 

to the crowd movement where the flow is weaker. If you 



fall, get up quickly. If you can’t get up because you are 

injured, get someone to pull you back up. If you have kids, 

carry them. Use gestures to communicate to each other as 

there will be too much noise to communicate verbally.

If you fall and cannot get up, keep moving by crawling in the 

same direc�on of the crowd, or if that is not possible, then 

cover your head with your arms and curl up into the fetal 

posi�on (do not lay on your stomach or back, as this 

dangerously exposes your lungs
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Highways and Ghats

Giving way to uphill traffic is the golden rule for the ghats 

because cars, bikes and heavy vehicles especially coming 

uphill require a lot more effort to climb the hill. Usage of 

the handbrake on the hills becomes all the more important 

because one may not be used to the high levels of inclines; 

balancing the clutch and thro�le becomes tricky. Never halt 

your car in a narrow sec�on of road even for a short while, 

because it could hold up traffic or cause a serious accident. 

Mo�on sickness 

Symptoms of mo�on sickness are nausea, vomi�ng, 

dizziness, swea�ng, and a sense of feeling unwell. These 

symptoms arise from the inner ear (labyrinth) due to 

changes in one's sense of balance and equilibrium. While it 

may be impossible to prevent all cases of mo�on sickness, 

the following �ps can help you prevent or lessen the 

severity of mo�on sickness.

Watch your consump�on of foods, drinks, and alcohol 

before and during travel. Avoid excessive alcohol and foods 

or liquids that "do not agree with you" or make you feel 

unusually full. Heavy, spicy, or fat-rich foods may worsen 

mo�on sickness in some people. Avoiding strong food 

odours may also help prevent nausea.

Try to choose a seat where you will experience the least 



mo�on. Do not sit facing backwards from your direc�on of 

travel. Do not read while travelling if you are prone to 

mo�on sickness. 

Many over-the-counter medica�ons can be very effec�ve as 

preven�ve measure for short trips or for mild cases of 

mo�on sickness. This helps in regula�ng Histamine a 

chemical that is involved in your immune system for 

diges�on and central nervous system. As a 

neurotransmi�er, it communicates important messages 

from your body to your brain. It is also a component of 

stomach acid, which helps you break down the food in your 

stomach.
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STip: When travelling by road it can some�mes help to keep 

your gaze fixed on a point straight ahead on the road. This is 

the reason drivers do not suffer from mo�on sickness as they 

look straight ahead on to the road.  

Tip: Consider carrying a 'dummy' wallet holding a small 

amount of cash. If you are directly confronted by a mugger, 

you can hand over the dummy wallet and avoid further 

distress.



Our highways are unique in that we have to share space 

with bullock carts, cycles, three-wheelers, cars, SUVs, 

tankers, buses and stray animals at all �mes. It is best to be 

very cau�ous and take some safety measures while driving 

on our highways.

Check your spare tyre and tool box. Have all documents 

pertaining to your car and your driving license with you. 

Most importantly avoid driving at night, use your judgment 

and drive according to the condi�ons. Do not be in a rush. 

Do not keep honking and trying to overtake every vehicles. 

Keep to the Le� and avoid over laden Tankers and Lorries 

and unmarked humps before village entrances. Read the 

signs as driving long distances can result in fa�gue leading 

to driving errors that could result in an accident. So, take a 

break for every three-four hours of driving.

Handling a breakdown: In case of a breakdown pull your car 

to the le�, ideally off the road if there is space and turn 

your hazard lights on �ll you get help. If the ba�ery is the 

problem a roo�op reflector comes handy.



Honeymoon

Honeymoon should be an exhilara�ng affair, with high 

dosage of enjoyment. But at the same �me, it should be 

completely safe and secure. The safety of the honeymoon 

can be insured by op�ng for a travel insurance that covers 

the two of you in case of any untoward incidents.

Besides that before visi�ng a par�cular des�na�on, gain 

some prior knowledge. This knowledge would stand you in 

good stead, in case of any trouble. For example, you are 

visi�ng a honeymoon des�na�on, which though beau�ful, 

is known for its touts and local criminals. So, it is be�er to 

beware of them beforehand, and be circumspect in dealings 

with the local people, so as to avoid falling into unnecessary 

troubles.

In case you are planning an outbound trip for your 

honeymoon, it is always be�er to dress in a style that comes 

within the purview of the conven�onal moral code or the 

societal norms of that des�na�on. That would prevent you 

and your partner from ge�ng unwelcome a�en�on on the 

streets, cafes or busy markets.
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“We are on a Holiday to see the world so please doesn’t 

waste your valuable �me with clicking excessive pictures 

especially in precarious posi�ons, to post them for 

immediate acknowledgement on social media.” 



Adventure Sports

For adventure tours, like Trekking, Rock Climbing, White-

water Ra�ing, Paddling, Snorkelling, Underwater Diving, 

Kayaking or Canoeing; one should never forget the basic �ps 

and guidelines to remain safe and healthy.

Before heading for any kind of adventure trip, consider all 

the health risks you and your family may face and always 

carry first aid box and other allergy related medica�ons 

along with you.

While trekking, carry sleeping bag, trekking shoes and 

trekking rope for safe climbing. For white Water ra�ing, do 

arrange lifejackets, ra�s, paddles and wetsuits for safe 

travel. Wear comfort fit life jacket, because a loose jacket 

will not provide any safety in case of emergency. Never go 

for snorkelling adventure amidst water currents, waves or 

complex eddies under the water.

While Skiing, always use poles or skiing gadgets to balance. 

To be safe, do not stop or halt yourself in blind curve or 

beneath the hill crest. While mountain climbing, always 

check safety knots before star�ng. Also check that the ropes 

are properly �ed through both the harness leg loops and 

waist loop. (More informa�on in Sec�on: Hill sta�ons) 



While being on Wildlife Adventure or Night Safari, never 

get off your vehicle to watch wild animals from too close 

or to click their snaps. It could turn out to be very 

dangerous as you may get a�acked by wild animals. It can 

endanger your life as well. (More informa�on in Sec�on: 

Forests)
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Flight Journeys

You should consult your doctor before flying if you have any 

of these symptoms: Fever of 100° F or greater, Skin rash, 

Shortness of breath or difficulty in breathing, severe cough 

that does not go away, bruising or bleeding without 

previous injury, diarrhoea and vomi�ng.

Blood Clots (Deep Vein Thrombosis)

Airplane travel, especially flights longer than 8 hours, may 

increase the risk for blood clots, also known as Deep Vein 

Thrombosis/Pulmonary Embolism (DVT/PE). 

You are at increased risk for DVT/PE if you have had recent 

surgery, pregnant, smoker, taking birth control pills or 

hormone replacement therapy, or have cancer, restricted 

movement, or a blood-clo�ng problem.

If you have any of these condi�ons, consult your doctor 

before travelling. People at higher risk for DVT/PE may be 

prescribed medica�on during travel.

To prevent DVT/PE during flight stay hydrated, Wear loose-

fi�ng clothing, Make an effort to walk and stretch your legs 

and arms at least once an hour. Your doctor may 

recommend that you wear special clothing that reduce leg 

swelling and encourage blood flow



Oxygen Levels in Flight

The air pressure in flight is lower than that at sea level. This 

lowers the amount of oxygen carried in the blood. Most 

healthy travellers will not no�ce these changes. However, 

passengers with certain medical condi�ons, par�cularly 

heart and lung diseases and blood disorders, such as 

anemia, may not be able to cope with this reduced oxygen 

level. 

If you are concerned about needing more oxygen, talk with 

your doctor and the airline a few days before your trip to 

arrange for addi�onal oxygen during flight.

In case of air rage, a person loses his mental balance and 

starts to behave crankily this might hurt the co passengers 

and he may even go to the extent of tampering with the 

aircra� by a�emp�ng to open the cabin door or entering 

the flight cockpit, it can become very serious indeed. The 

first thing to remember is that air crews are all 

professionally trained to deal with air rage incidents. 

Therefore, you should leave things to the professionals 

wherever possible
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Overseas Travel

Forex

Take the Forex from registered vendors only otherwise you 

may end up with malicious use of the exchanged currency 

for an� social ac�vi�es. Currency exchange is very costly at 

the airports so avoid taking them at the airports. We need 

to submit a copy of passport with valid visa and airline �cket 

to the money changer.

Travel Insurance

Primary benefit of travel insurance is; should something go 

wrong while you are abroad, you won't be responsible for 

finding the money, at a �me when you are already stressed 

out.

As with all insurance policies, it is important that you read 

the policy documents carefully to ensure that the cover you 

require is included. Policies vary quite a bit so take �me and 

find a policy that covers your intended ac�vity at no extra 

cost.

Tip:  Take the Forex from registered vendors only otherwise 

we may end up with malicious use of the exchanged currency 

for an� social ac�vi�es



Medical Evacua�on

In the absence of hospital capable of trea�ng you locally, 

this sec�on of the policy covers the costs of transpor�ng 

you to the nearest hospital that can treat you, even if you 

are abroad.

Check the valid reasons to claim under the ambit of the 

policy that you have taken. Cancella�on, curtailment & trip 

interrup�on, missed departure, personal liability, legal 

expenses, missing personal belongings/baggage etc.

To summarize, a standard travel insurance policy contains 

many different sec�ons of cover, not all of which everyone 

needs, but usually a standard travel insurance policy will 

cover all the unexpected events that can occur while away 

from home. Please bear in mind that if you buy a travel 

insurance policy that doesn't provide the cover you require, 

you have wasted your money.

In case of any emergency please contact the local police or 

the Indian Embassy. They will provide the necessary help.
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Tip: During overseas travel we get tax refunds from some 

countries against the goods purchased, so make sure if any 

such benefits are offered by the countries that you are touring.



Hotels

Before You Check In

If you're not travelling as part of a package tour, consider 

finding a hotel via tour operator. There are plenty of reliable 

services to connect you, and by paying in advance you o�en 

get a very good deal. Before you leave home, make a 

photocopy of your passport or any Govt. Approved ID, and 

keep it with you at all �mes during your travels. Also, make 

sure you have a return �cket, and keep it in a safe place 

where you can easily find it.

During stay

Check-in ought to be a simple, quick procedure but upon 

arrival see to it that the en�re luggage from the taxi has 

been taken out and the same has been brought by 

yourself/bellboy to the room. Put your valuables in the 

hotel safe or if your room has its own safe. Never leave 

anything important outside the safe as this might encourage 

the� and always make sure your room is locked 

One thing you should definitely do within a few minutes of 

arrival is learn your fire exit routes. All being well you'll 

never need it, but it's be�er to be safe than sorry. Taking 

three minutes on your first day could literally prove to be a 

life saver. If possible, choose accommoda�on that has 

unmarked 'swipe cards' rather than numbered keys for each 



room. If you lose your swipe card or if it is stolen, the thief 

won't know which room to rob. When arranging to meet 

people you've never met before, wait for them in the lobby. 

Don't ask them to come up to your room.

Checking Out

Make sure you have packed everything before you leave the 

room for the last �me. Check the drawers, under pillows 

wardrobe, and bathroom and don't forget the safe. Check 

all the charges on your bill before you pay.

House Boats: Houseboats have all the comforts of a good 

hotel: furnished bedrooms, modern toilets, cosy living 

rooms, a kitchen to have an exci�ng stay but it's important 

to remember that you're s�ll out on the water, and as such, 

boa�ng safety rules should be observed. By paying a�en�on 

to just a few houseboat safety �ps, you can ensure that 

safety concerns would not ruin your experience.

Tip: Ask your hotel manager for advice on 'safe' versus 'unsafe' 

local areas. As a general rule, city streets that include children 

and women suggest the area is safe for families.

Tip: Make sure you pack the luggage yourselves and don’t 

carry anything without checking. If drug peddlers end up 

keeping their consignment in your bag without your 

knowledge this would lead to a grave offence. 
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Safety Tips: Look out for life jackets, fire ex�nguishers, don’t 

consume too much of alcohol. Check the weather forecast  

and when anchoring for an overnight stay see that it is 

parked in a safe area and properly anchored to get a good 

night's sleep. (Also read Boat and Hotels Sec�on for further 

safety precau�ons)

Home stays: Home stays are operated by the homeowners 

themselves and gives you a unique and unforge�able 

experience of the des�na�on and local lifestyle.  Home 

stays should be me�culously researched before you book. 

Check review sites, travel forums and make your booking 

through a reputed tour operator. (Also read Hotels Sec�on 

for further safety precau�ons)

Hidden Cameras: If you feel like you're being watched and 

just want to make sure your privacy is protected. Here are 

some ways to locate hidden cameras and microphones.

Do a physical search of the premises. 

This involves a slow, me�culous search of the room you 

suspect with hidden cameras. Look around for anything that 

seems different or out of place, Check for smoke detectors, 

look for a speaker, light fixtures, and other places where a 

camera/ microphone transmi�er can be kept stealthily. Turn 

off the lights and look around for �ny red or green LED 

lights.  



While the lights are off, grab a flashlight and carefully 

examine all mirrors. These can be made transparent from 

one side so that a camera can see through, but they rely on 

the observer's side being darker than the area observed in 

order to keep the other side of the mirror reflec�ve.

Pinhole cameras are kept behind a �ny opening in a wall or 

object. For this flash the light from your torch over the room 

and pay a�en�on to any small glimmers that reflect back.

Carry a RF signal detector -These portable devices are small, 

simple to use, and fairly inexpensive, once it detects a RF it 

gives a beep.

Look out for mirror hanging on the wall if its a real 

mirror/two-way mirror I.e., they can see you, but you can't 

see them. The �p follows in the next page.

Tip: Place a call on your cell phone, then wave the device 

around where you think there might be a camera or 

microphone. If you can hear a clicking noise /Signal 

Interference on the call, it means your phone might be 

interfering with an electromagne�c field.
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If you find something, alert the authori�es. Don't move or 

disable the camera or microphone. 

Tip: Place the �p of your fingernail against the reflec�ve 

surface and if there is a GAP between your fingernail and the 

image of the nail, then it is a one-sided mirror if your 

fingernail directly touches the image of your nail, then be 

cau�ous it is two way mirrors.



Sea Sickness

Sea sickness is  an adverse result of being out on the ocean 

and one that can ruin the trip. Symptoms include nausea, 

vomi�ng, dizziness and lack of equilibrium. Sea sickness 

occurs when the brain receives conflic�ng messages about 

where the body is. When your inner ear canal and skin 

receptors indicate to the brain that the body is moving but 

the eyes don't agree. This visual disorienta�on confuses the 

brain and the physical manifesta�on of this is sea sickness. 

Some over the counter drugs are effec�ve in trea�ng the 

symptoms of sea sickness before they have a chance to 

occur. Taking a prescribed dose of medicine the night before 

going out on the sea will give you a chance to calm any 

s�mula�on in the inner ear canal. Consult your doctor 

before the trip. Ea�ng ginger/gingerale prior to going out on 

a boat will prevent sea sickness.

People who are prone to sea sickness should stay up on 

deck and keep their eyes on the horizon. By focusing on the 

horizon you can maintain your equilibrium more easily. 

Excess consump�on of alcohol, greasy or fa�y foods or even 

just overea�ng the night before can bring on the onset of 

sea sickness. By ea�ng lightly the night before, you won't 

feel any ill effects from over-consump�on.
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Tip: There are also wristbands that when worn properly, put 

pressure on  certain points in your wrist that helps the body 

maintain its equilibrium.



Train Journeys

Always check your coach and berth number on your �cket. 

Never carry inflammables like fuel, lighters, chemicals, 

explosives into the railway coaches. There are fair chances 

of stealing in the trains, so take care of your belongings. 

Always carry a luggage chain and lock with you. Avoid too 

much jewellery. 

Always have wallets, cell phones, passports, cameras other 

electronic items strapped to your waist and keep your 

laptop by your side. Keep a watch over the people who 

abruptly leave the trains by leaving their baggage behind. 

They could be terror suspects. Any kind of suspicious 

ac�vity, report to the coach a�endant / RPF immediately.

Avoid smoking and consump�on of liquor in the trains as it 

might endanger the lives of others or cause inconvenience 

.Don't accept any edible substance from strangers.

Always have sufficient water with you. Never get down from 

the trains in the sta�ons and walk along the pla�orms for 

water or other beverages. Always keep your coach in your 

sight. Before you disembark please check all your 

belongings by following a list. Always get ready to 



disembark at least 15 min in advance if you are with family 

and a lot of luggage. Never stand or hang at the door of the 

coach or get down from a moving train. Always keep an eye 

over children in the sta�ons.
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The book is also available online, you can download from

www.travellerbesafe.com

follow us on:

h�ps://www.facebook.com/travellerbesafe

h�ps://twi�er.com/travellerbesafe








